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PASSEIC VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL  LITTLE FALLS, NEW JERSEY
WE seniors are grateful to Mr. Raubinger and Mr. Schneider for all the kind help they have given us during our four years in P. V. Whenever we have had problems or grievances about our work, we have been sure of a fair hearing and settlement of these problems.

Although they are probably aware of our gratitude, we would like to thank Mr. Schneider and Mr. Raubinger for their understanding help.
The class appreciates the work which Miss Tunis and Miss Merselis have done for the seniors. Besides teaching their classes, they have done the guidance work for the Senior Class.

Explaining things at class meeting and getting work in home room expediently done are a few of their duties. We would like them to know that without their help things would not have run so smoothly for the Class of '46.
CHARLES NORMAN

"Chuck's" chief interest is art, especially oil painting. . . ambition is to be a commercial artist. . . best friends are "Bee Jay", "Mazz", and "Wash". . . plans to attend a New York art school. . . likes "Bee Jay" and dancing. . . has participated in the Choir, Honor Society, Senior Play, S. G. A. and Yearbook Staff.

SHELBY TISSOT

Interested in athletics and driving. . . pals with Charlotte Hensel, Lois Goldry, and Gloria Marconi. . . collects records and souvenirs. . . will attend University of Wisconsin. . . likes Vaughn Monroe, coffee, and the seashore. . . dislikes homework and sweet people. . . her favorite subjects are English and Latin. . . was Senior Class secretary and in Girls' Show.

MARGOT REINS

"Margot" is crazy about riding, dancing, and good times. . . she enjoys walnut sundaes, gum, and taking it easy. . . plans to be a stenographer for a few years and then travel. . . activities are vice president of Senior Class, member of Year Book Staff, girls' sports, Commencement Committee, Commercial Service Corps, and Valley Echo editor.

ANNA ARMENANTE

Usually seen collecting money for class dues. . . Senior and Junior class treasurer. . . dislikes oversweet people. . . favorite subjects are biology and physics. . . active in Girls' Show and treasurer of Nature Club. . . "Doc" likes to read books on medicine and be called "Doc". . . ambition is to go to college and become a doctor.
MARY LOU ACORN
"Lou" likes salted peanuts and funny people . . . doesn't like "brains" . . . favorite subjects are typing and band . . . ambition is music . . . has played in the school band and orchestra . . . participated in Valley Varieties . . . also member of Honor Society.

ALICE AGAMIE
"Al" finds baseball fascinating . . . ambition is to work on a newspaper . . . thinks girls who swoon over Frank Sinatra are silly . . . also dislikes those who make it tough for others . . . P. A. D. and English are her favorite subjects . . . has participated in Forum Club . . . member of Valley Echo staff . . . Yearbook Committees . . . Assembly and Commencement Committees.

LORETTA ALBANESE
Interested in twirling, dancing, and sports . . . collects records and pictures . . . Head Twirler . . . ambition to be a nurse after serving in St. Joseph's Hospital . . . likes vacations, assemblies, and the Valley Echo . . . dislikes poor sportsmanship, bleached hair, and self-praise . . . likes subjects like P. A. D., English, Choir, and Chemistry.

GLORIA ANTONucci
"Glor's" ambition is to be a receptionist . . . intends to go to Drake's College . . . likes flashy clothes and movies . . . not snooty people or Latin . . . attends all the games of school . . . favorite subject is Choir.

MARY AUTORE
"Blue-eyes" wants to be an aviaton . . . intends to go to Paterson State Teachers College . . . likes ice-skating, swimming, skiing, cats and horses . . . collects baby pictures and does rifle shooting in her spare time . . . participated in Spanish Club activities, Girls' Show and Glee Club.

SHIRLEY BAECHLER
Seen but seldom heard . . . "Shirl" wants to be a nurse . . . dancing, bowling, keep her spirits up after sixth period chemistry class . . . "Shirl" won't tolerate stuck-up people . . . participated in girls' sports.

HELEN BALDWIN
Interested in dancing, basketball, hockey, skating, and reading . . . in Girls' Shows and sports . . . participated in the Senior Play . . . collects souvenirs and pictures . . . plans to attend Trenton Teachers' and become a physical education instructor . . . likes ice cream, horses, and hiking . . . dislikes Latin . . . favorite subject is gym . . . was a Leaderette.

HELEN BEACH
A member of the Commercial and Softball Clubs . . . likes ice cream, candy, and mystery stories . . . favorite subjects are bookkeeping, office practice and typing . . . "Butch's" ambition is to be a secretary . . . was in Valley Varieties and the Spring Concert . . . dislikes homework, but loves to laugh, dance and skate . . . participated in Girls' Shows.
JOANNE BEAUCHAMP
Likes strawberry ice cream and hamburgers with onions... dislikes sweets and people who are always in a hurry... hopes to attend Cedar Crest College and then start writing... "Jo" has been in the Girls' Show and Valley Varieties... favorite subjects are history, art, and algebra.

FLORENCE BIANCHI
Wants to become a secretary... hobby is drawing... interested in roller skating, listening to Hawaiian music, and seeing love movies... likes sailors, silly people, and double lunch... dislikes wolves, bow ties, snooty people... participated in girls' sports... "Flo's" favorite subject is office practice... also likes to read books and write letters.

JANET BRAEN
Movies and Gene Krupa interest "Jan", who collects bandleaders' photographs... plans to be a good secretary... likes fun, good times, typing and shorthand... dislikes people who call her "Jeanette"... activities were Commercial Service Corps and Business Committee for the yearbook.

DAISY CABAN
"Daie" likes to loaf, cat and go to the "Ox" when not skating... isn't bothered by homework, especially Spanish... working in an office is her ambition... swimming, softball, and basketball are her activities... member of Commercial and Spanish Clubs.

FLORENCE CHESNEY
"Flo", future interior decorator, is interested in dancing and writing... enjoys fun, snow, and hoboggin'... has extreme distaste for mushrooms and two-faced people... her activities were S. G. A., dramatics, Riding Club, and Archery Club.

GLADYS CHISMAN
"Chit" leaves P. V.'s dance band minus a good soloist... ambition, to be a well known singer... seems to be on the right track... belonged to the Swing Quartet and Girls' Ensemble... participated in Valley Varieties and member of the Riding Club... enjoys sports and singing with the Choir... dislikes snooty people.

FRANK COLAVITO
Interested in shop work, swimming, dancing, eating, and sleeping... pals with Ray Turpistra and Ed La Sala... hobby is making ornaments from metal... plans to enter the Coast Guard... was a member of the Stage Crew... likes girls... dislikes bleached blondes, dungees, powder, rouge, and lipstick... favorite subject is shop.

ONALEE CONRAD
"On" will be a future Florence Nightingale... enjoys dancing, football games, eating... desires to travel around the world... plans to attend Mountainside Hospital... enjoys United States history... has been active in the Choir, Camera Club, Bowling Club, and Chemistry Club.
HARRY COOKE

"Cookie"'s only hope is to be successful . . . spends his spare time trapping and working . . . hobby is gazing at pin-ups ... enjoys gym, P. A. D., and chemistry . . . dislikes "some people" took part in Sophomore Class activities, S. G. A., Point Committee and Freshman Day Committee.

JUNE COOPER

"Coop" spends her time dancing and swooning over Vaughn Monroe . . . collects things from foreign lands . . . likes olives and good music . . . loathes conceited fellows, turnips and two-faced people . . . future plan is to get a nice job . . . activities included bowling, Commercial Club and Girls' Show.

LEO CRAPCO

Sports, music and hunting interest "Palooka" . . . is usually seen with "the Russians" . . . his hobbies are girls, collecting airplane pictures . . . likes wine, women and song . . . dislikes all of his solids . . . was a member of the Junior Police . . . his ambition is to be an electrician.

EMMA DAMIANO

"China's" interests are singing, laughing and softball . . . drawing pin-ups and collecting sheet music are her hobbies . . . likes ice cream, but dislikes cake with "messy cream" on it . . . enjoys all of her solids . . . belonged to the Spanish Club and participated in the Girls' Show and Valley Varieties.

GRACE De CEGLIE

Interested in dancing and cheering . . . likes crazy people, ravioli, hot dogs, and boogie-woogie . . . favorite subject is P. A. D. . . . a member of the Yearbook Committee and Girls' Show . . . plans to enter clerical work . . . was a cheerleader and the secretary of the G. A. A. . . . "Gracie" dislikes work of all kind, but enjoys watching sports.

FELIX DELVECCHIO, Jr.

Interested in athletics, people, writing, and music . . . hopes to enter journalism after Seton Hall College . . . likes Dusty's, jazz, and food . . . dislikes B. T. O.'s, phonies, and onions . . . Delbert can be found in Dusty's listening to the radio with Dusty, Ralph Carrigan, and Dan Genova . . . was on the football team and was editor-in-chief of the Valley Echo.

JAMES DeMARZIO

Likes driving, banana splits, and sports (especially ice hockey) . . . math and gym are his favorite subjects . . . a member of the band and dance orchestra . . . "Junior" dislikes girls who wear dungarees and concealed people . . . a member of the Senior Social Committee . . . can usually be seen in Little Falls with Joe Walker.

MARGARET DeYOUNG

Favorite subjects: English, P. A. D., and gym . . . plans to attend Paterson State and become a teacher . . . likes dancing, sports, parties, and fun . . . dislikes crabby people, spinach, and bad sports . . . president of G. A. A. . . . in Girls' Ensemble . . . Softball Club, Girls' Show and Senior Play . . . also a Hall Monitor.
WILLIAM DHYVETTER
Hunting, sports, fishing occupy "Will's" spare time ... usually seen with Gladys Chisman, George Chisman, Leo Crapo, Andrew Drol in Singac ... was in S. G. A. in his first year ... des-pairs of P. A. D. homework, enjoys holidays ... favorite subjects biology, chemistry, and gym.

CHARLES DITTIG
Interested in becoming a commercial artist ... likes food, fun, and good sports, but dislikes wise guys and seventh period study ... hunting, fishing, and camp-ing, are his hobbies. "Bambi's" favorite subjects are physical education and art. ... a member of the Art Service Corps.

JOSEPH DOWLING
Band is Joe's favorite subject ... clarinet is his fav-orite instrument and hobby. ... skiing and swimming occupy his spare time ... dislikes girls in slacks ... usually seen in the Boro of Totowa with Sam Mamary, Joe Rattino, Frank Mullenburg ... expects to go in Army ... active in Band.

THERESA DOWLING
"Terry's" main interest is sports ... collects stamps ... likes "Doe" Pastor, Bee Jay Ludlum, Marge De Young, and Joanne Beuchamp ... dislikes people without a sense of humor ... enjoys typing, book-keeping and gym ... has been active as Leaderette, class captain, White Chief, and a member of Literary Committee.

ANDREW DROL
Usually seen with the "Russians" (Leo Crapo, John Crapo, and Charles Dutkevitch) on the four corners of Singac ... was a member of the Junior Police Squadron ... dislikes getting up so early to go to school ... favorite subject is physical education. ... "Chubby" played intramural basketball in his senior year.

MURIEL DUNLAP
Likes reading and lunch period, but dislikes coming to school ... would like to take a long trip after graduation ... favorite class is cooking ... favorite sport is basket-ball, which she played for two years ... "Peggy" was also a member of the Hockey and Softball Clubs, and a Library Aid.

CHARLES DUTKEVITCH
A member of the football, baseball, and basketball vari-ety team ... dislikes homework ... all sports interest "Jasper" ... usually seen with "Flossie" or "The Russians" ... favorite subjects are physical education and lunch ... plans to join the Navy.

GERTRUDE ECKERT
Interested in swimming, camping, and collecting records ... also collects pho-tographs ... dislikes stuffy and bossy people ... treasurer of the S. G. A. ... a member of the Archery Club, Business Committee, and Commercial Service Corps. "Trudy's" favorite sub-jects are bookkeeping, gym, and shorthand ... plays the guitar for a hobby.
ROBERT ELSNER
Studious and ambitious... interested in all sports, especially baseball, and earning money. "Rock" is planning to enter the U.S. Army and then just retire, listening to the radio and drinking sodas... was secretary of the Junior Police, a member of the football squad, and took part in Valley Varieties.

EILEEN FINUCAN
Snapshots, dancing and fun are tops on "Finn's" fun list... usually seen with Madeleine Muns, Margot Reins, Grace De Ciglie and Antoinette Zecchino... to be a secretary is her ambition... favorite subjects are typing and English... member of Yearbook Committee, Commercial Service Corp., S.G.A... plans to attend Drake's Business School.

ROBERT FISCHER
Varsity baseball, football, and basketball... was first president of the B.A.A... a member of the Stage Crew and the Valley Echo staff... likes sports, Dusty's, and eating, but dislikes Big-Time Operators and phonies... "Fish" was both an All-State and All-Metropolitan end... can usually be found in Dusty's with Dellbert, Danny, and Rita Ludwig.

SOPHIE FRASER
A member of the Valley Echo staff, Basketball Club and musical organizations... usually seen in Ma's with Doris Wildrick and Helen Mosher... "Soph" likes to dance and learn new dance steps... plans to marry and settle down soon after graduation.

MARY GAITA
Interested in the Mohawk football team... has a large collection of rings... "Gate's" ambition is to be a secretary... her main likes, skating and dancing... main dislike, conceited people... favorite subject is office practice... comes from Totowa Borough... usually seen with June Cooper, Florence Bianchi, and Daisy Caban.

MARY GARLICK
Likes riding, laughing and Dusty's... sings, and collects snapshots as hobbies... dislikes homework and onions... in Girls' Show and Valley Varieties... member of the Layout and Literary Committees... "Aud's" favorite pastime is sipping sodas at Dusty's with Rita Ludwig and Joanne Vander May.

IRIS GARTH
"I" likes dancing and music by Les Brown... best friends are Audrey Garlick, Rita Ludwig, and Joanne Vander May... interests are S.G.A. and trips to New York... hobbies are photography and sketching... dislikes Grade B movies and conceited people... plans to attend Glassboro Teachers' College... favorite subjects are English and typing... is active in the Honor Society, The Valley Echo, and is secretary of the S.G.A.

FRANK GIESLER
Driving is his sport... also likes sodas, sleeping, girls, and rifles... "Jerry" wants to join the Navy and then operate a trucking company... usually seen at the Fabian with Joe Walker, Joe Rattino, and Jim De Marzio... dislikes school and teachers.
DANIEL GENOVA
Interested in dancing, bowling, and other sports ... likes dances and Dusty's ... dislikes homework and phonies ... can usually be found in the Boro or Dusty's with Bob Fischer, Pete Saro, Bill Schmitter, and Jerry Corrado ... a member of the Commercial Art Corps and the Bowling Club ... "Dan" hopes to attend Seton Hall.

FRANK GERTZ
Noted for being the quietest boy in school ... makes a hobby of playing two instruments, saxophone and piano ... Frank likes to listen to musical recordings ... doesn't like show-offs ... is usually seen with Angelo Mustachio.

ALFRED GIANCOLA
Plans to join the Navy ... enjoys attending Valley basketball and football games ... "Fred" is usually seen with Bill Dhuyvetter and Frank Geisler ... likes third period chemistry and loafting ... a member of the Chorus, Choir, and Hall Monitors ... also a member of the Junior Police squadron.

LOUISE GIANCORELLI
In Girls' Show, Bowling Club, Basketball Club, and Masque and Sandal ... collects soap and sketches ... likes eating, music (popular) and holidays ... "Toby" hopes to attend Drake's and become a successful secretary after graduation.

AMELIA GIANETTI
Member of Modern Dance and Bowling Clubs ... in Valley Varieties and Girls' Show ... "Amy" likes food, fun, and skating, both ice and roller ... plans to be a secretary ... her favorite subject is bookkeeping ... but dislikes P. A. D. ... is usually seen with Jane Bolehala and Anne Guadjer.

AMERICA GIANETTI
Member of Modern Dance and Bowling Clubs ... in Valley Varieties and Girls' Show ... "Amy" likes food, fun, and skating, both ice and roller ... plans to be a secretary ... her favorite subject is bookkeeping ... but dislikes P. A. D. ... is usually seen with Jane Bolehala and Anne Guadjer.

RUSSELL GILCHRIST
Very athletic ... loves sports and swing ... ice hockey and football are his specialties ... played varsity football and varsity baseball ... captain of '46 baseball team ... president of B. A. A. ... "Chandelier" can usually be seen at Dusty's with his friends ... plans to enter radio announcing after graduation ... likes women, music and machine shop.

Ralph Gray
Likes sports, dancing, and "hopped-up" cars ... hopes to work in a garage or machine shop after graduation ... "Rebel" likes basketball, Varga girls, but dislikes phoney girls ... main interest is in cars, the faster the better ... can usually be found in Dusty's with Alexander De Francesco and Vincent Barton.

LOIS GOLDEY
Likes cheering, the shore, going to the games and Dusty's ... plane to attend Traphagen next year ... a Cheerleader ... member of the Swimming and Basketball Clubs ... favorite subjects are Spanish and Choir, but dislikes food, homework ... usually found in Dusty's with Gloria Marconi discussing their plan to visit Russia ... also in the Modern Dance and Hockey Clubs.
CONRAD GREMMLER
Hard working and studious, but likes fun . . . plans to tour the United States after graduation . . . is interested in making money and selling newspapers . . . likes to see Valley win, but doesn't like girls or school buses . . . "Connie's" favorite subjects are mathematics, chemistry, and physics . . . is going into the Army.

ANDREW HACKES
Likes sport clothes, sports, and Dusty's . . . dislikes bragging . . . was on Valley Echo staff, an S. G. A. representative, and on Yearbook Committee . . . "Drey" played football in his senior year . . . usually seen with Mel Tolsma and Charles Dittig . . . was in the Sketching Club . . . hopes to get a good job after he graduates.

ALBERT HANN
Likes girls, but dislikes algebra, homework, book reports, and conceited people . . . hopes to get a job with a band when he comes out of the service . . . Drum Major in band . . . played in Valley Valqueteens . . . Hall Monitor . . . main interest lies in music, especially the bass section and drums.

JANE HARRIOTT
Interested in dancing, music, and football . . . was a Cheerleader and vice-president of Junior Class . . . likes the seashore and chow mein, but dislikes broccoli and coarse people . . . a member of the Honor Society . . . plans to attend Berkeley Business School and then enter clerical work . . . Jane's favorite subjects are English and history.

CHARLOTTE HENSEL
Valley Echo associate editor . . . hopes to become a journalist . . . likes an open fireplace, skiing, reading, and Dusty's. But dislikes staying home on weekends, waiting for people and Guy Lombardo . . . favorite subjects are art and journalism . . . "Chuck", who collects records and plays the piano as hobbies, is planning to go to the College of Wooster, Ohio.

BARBARA HICKSON
Fun-loving "Bobby" likes to dance and attend games . . . president of Latin Club and Chemistry Club . . . plans to attend Montclair State Teachers College and then try to marry . . . "Hick" dislikes people you can't trust . . . loves history and chemistry . . . a member of the Valley Echo staff and a Lab Assistant.

JOSEPH HOLLEY
Usually seen standing on the Four Corners with the "Russians" . . . dislikes all kinds of work . . . best-liked subject is physical education . . . has a collection of stamps as a hobby . . . "Lucky" plans to enlist in the Navy, but wants to graduate first . . . favorite likes are girls and sleeping.
RAYMOND HUBOLD
One of the famous "Humbo" twins . . . likes swimming and boating, but dislikes school . . . "Ray" wants to join the Navy and then retire to eat ice cream and fruits of any kind . . . favorite subject is physical education . . . hails from Singac and is very proud of it.

ROBERT HUBOLD
The other of the "Humbo" twins . . . quiet and unassuming . . . likes practically all vegetables . . . wants to be a sailor . . . "Bob" dislikes high school and basketball, but likes gym . . . is quite a boatsman . . . also likes ice cream and driving his "Chevie", but dislikes noise.

JOHN KOSACHOOK
Baseball squad . . . president of S. G. A . . . likes dancing and eating, but dislikes corny jokes . . . "Kosy" can usually be found in Singac with Russ Gilchrist, Mike Dutko, and Walt Olenich . . . a member of the Choir and Boys' Glee Club . . . also participated in intramural basketball.

JUSTINE KRELL
Quiet and hard-working . . . usually seen with Dot Shark and Noreen Myers . . . skating and swimming are her interests, but she also sews and collects coins . . . "Chris" was a member of the Archery and Basketball Clubs . . . also in the Hall Monitors . . . dislikes homework, but likes bookkeeping and office practice.

ARTHUR KRUYSMAN
Mechanically minded . . . is entering the Army Air Forces after graduation . . . likes movies, skating, skiing, and most other sports . . . is usually seen with John Moran, Orville Miller, and Walt Olenich . . . "Art" also likes ice cream and slow music, but dislikes English and P. A. D . . . a member of the football squad and the Camera Club.

DOROTHY LAPOLLA
Treasurer of Commercial Club and president of Leadettes . . . likes sewing and basketball . . . dislikes writing essays . . . hopes to become a beautician after attending beauty school . . . "Dottie" collects lipsticks and loves to swim and read . . . gym and sewing are her favorite subjects . . . in the Girls' Show.

EDWARD LA SALA
"Spurge" likes swimming, hunting and fishing . . . usually seen directing the bus lines . . . hobby is listening to people on buses . . . expects to join the Marine Corps . . . was a Junior Police captain . . . likes ice cream, food, and plays . . . dislikes loud ties, teachers, and algebra . . . a member of the Stage and Lighting Crew.

JOSEPH LEWIS
Interested in pigeons . . . ambition is to be a mechanic . . . likes hunting, fishing, swimming, ice skating, jokes, and to be happy . . . but dislikes trouble . . . favorite subjects are art and auto mechanics . . . "Joe" was a member of the S. G. A . . . raises and trains pigeons for a hobby.
VIRGINIA LONGBOTTOM

BARBARA JEAN LUDLUM
“Bee Jay” enjoys all sports, dancing and photography. To main interest is “Chuck” Norman. Likes to sing while working around the house. Participated on class committees and in the Girls’ Show. Active in girls’ sports throughout her four years at Passaic Valley. “Bee Jay” was this year’s Green Chief.

RITA LUDWIG
A member of the Honor Society. Likes friends, red cabbage, and Girls’ Shows. Favorite subject was P. A. D. Was Camera Club president. Interested in football and basketball games. Dislikes work and hypocrites. Acted in both the Senior and Freshman Plays. Hopes to attend Western Maryland and become a librarian.

ARTHUR LUNSTEAD
Quiet. Enjoys reading and studying biographies. Likes ancient and medieval history. His favorite subject is Latin. “Art’s” main activities are membership in the S. G. A. and participation in the Freshman Play. Comes from Totowa Borough. Hopes to attend college. Hobby is reading, especially biographies.

SAM MAMARY
Played football. Interested in sports, machines, and swimming. Likes the Navy and sleeping. Dislikes getting up in the morning and people who snore. Sam is usually seen with Joe Dowling, Charlie Ansaldi, and Ted McNerney. Hobby is playing checkers. Ambition is to spend the rest of his life eating and resting.

JAMES MazzERINA
Hopes to attend Trenton State Teachers College. Ambition is to be a stage director. Was president of Hall Monitors. Dislikes crowded places. Likes teachers, laughing, and dramatics. Was homeroom officer and in Senior Play. Hobby is writing assembly programs. “Mazzi” participated in Valley Varieties and the Choir.

GLORIA MARCONI
Head Cheerleader this year. Was in Girls’ Show and G. A. A. Favorite subject was Choir. “Glori” dislikes people who make fun of Frank Sinatra, but likes drawing, football, potato chips, and boogie-woogie. Ambition is to be a newspaper photographer. Interested in good music, cheerleading, and drawing. Swimming Club manager.

JERRY McCORMICK
Interested in sports, mechanics, singing, and driving. Hobbies are collecting souvenirs from places he has been, and mechanics also interest him. Has plans to join the Navy. Wants to be a successful business man. Was in the A Capella choir, the operetta, and the Dramatic Club in Bloomfield High School. Likes Southern fried chicken and drawing.
HELEN MOSHER
Band, Choir, Valley Varieties, Valley Echo staff are among "Kidd's" activities . . . she's interested in boys' clothes and driving . . . dislikes school . . . hobbies is playing trumpet and victrola . . . favorite subjects are bookkeeping, history . . . ambition is to retire . . . pals are Sophie Fraser, Doris Wildrick.

MADELINE MUES
"Mooch" likes Frank Sinatra, "huh, huha" and chewing gum . . . is interested in meeting "people" . . . usually seen with the "gang" . . . favorite subjects is algebra . . . dislikes short Hall Monitors who are hard to see . . . wants to be an engineer.

FRANK MULLENBERG
Temple University is "Mo's" choice . . . to be a good chemist is his ambition . . . likes ducking, P. A. D . . . interested in Harry James, the Yankees, good books . . . dislikes bleached blondes, Ted Vreeland's boasts of strength . . . favorite subjects are Latin, P. A. D . . . was active in intramural basketball.

ANGELO MUSTACHIO
The United States Coast Guard is "Ang's" ambition . . . model airplanes, playing clarinet and sax his hobbies . . . interested in music, dancing, swimming . . . dislikes girls who wear dunegrees, bleached blondes . . . favorite subjects are band, auto mechanics, gym . . . likes girls, a 1946 Buick . . . best friends are Mazzerina, Colavito, and La Sala . . . participated in Band, Dance Orchestra, Stage Crew, Hall Monitors.

ORVILLE MILLER
Likes sports, especially baseball . . . interested in automobiles . . . usually seen with Walt Gilrein, Gilbert Snider, and Mike Dutka . . . was president of Junior Class . . . hobby is working on cars . . . plans to go to Montclair State Teachers College . . . dislikes girls (gold-diggers) and Ted Vreeland . . . was a member of the Senior Play cast and the Stage Crew.

JEAN MONAGHAN
"Jeannie" wants to be a secretary . . . likes dancing, and fun . . . best friends are "Bev" and Harriet . . . collects foreign coins . . . has participated in the Girls' Show, Camera Club, Commercial Service Corps, S. G. A. and Prom Committee.

JOHN MORNAN
Ice hockey, trapping, fishing are John's likes . . . sports, his interests . . . pals around with Art Kruysman . . . ambition is to study plastics . . . favorite subject is algebra . . . dislikes short Hall Monitors who are hard to see . . . wants to be an engineer.

FAY MORRISON
History and chemistry are "Shorty's" favorite subjects . . . collecting records, her hobby . . . pals around with Mildred Sigler, Ann Armanante, Audry Shire . . . likes Dusty's, "Ding" and "Sig" . . . dislikes Oxford Theatre . . . was secretary of Sophomore and Junior Class . . . member of Camera Club and Layout Committee.
MARJORIE NIX
Ambition was to pass P. A. D. hobbies are dancing and playing ping-pong likes music dislikes phones, and ice cream interested in travel usually seen with Jane Harriott and Dot Thomas favorite subject is office practice was on Prom Committee was secretary of Leaderettes in the Girls’ Show.

BEVERLY NORRIS
“Bev” likes French fried potatoes and happy people best friends are “Harry” and “Jeanie” chemistry and French are her favorite subjects plans to attend Barnard College participated in S. G. A., French Club, Honor Society, Choir, Latin Club and Senior Play.

WALTER OLENICH
“Wash” was a pitcher on the baseball team, member of S. G. A., president of the Sophomore Class is interested in sports, reading, and people ambition is to travel favorite subjects are gym and geometry pals around with Orville Miller, Mike Dutko, J. Gilbert Snider is Singac’s gift to the girls.

DOMINICK PAGANO
Likes food and music but doesn’t like dancing and raw onions hobby is working on cars “Dom” is interested in driving and sports usually seen with Sam Mamary, Bill Pohnian, and Paul Singman he will be drafted ambition is to get a car favorite subject is P. A. D.

MARGARET PALICIA
“Margie” loves to talk plans to become a secretary likes riding in cars, skating, and silly people dislikes nosy people activities include Girls Show, Commercial Service and Leaderettes favorite subjects are stenography and English pals with May Sweeney, Florence Bianchi, Margaret Turkowsky.

REGINA PEZEUR
In Girls’ Show and Valley Varieties interested in music and making friends likes business courses and music “Gina” hopes to become a successful business girl dislikes nosy people who try to be what they aren’t a member of the Basketball Club, Softball Club and Riding Club also in the Choir, Chorus, Glee Club, and Girls’ Ensemble.

DORINE PASTOR
Sports are tops on the list of “Doe’s” likes ambition is to be gym teacher during her four years of school, she has been active in Commercial Club, Commercial Service Corps and girls’ sports dislikes people who are always late for dates is usually seen in Totowa Borough.

DELLA PULLARA
Interested in music, sports, and people collects post cards and pictures of movie stars favorite subjects Choir, English and gym member of Girls’ Ensemble and Choir wants to get married “Del” likes humorous people, soft music and going to the movies, but dislikes history, noisy people, and people who jump to conclusions.
JOHN QUINN
Interested in football, basketball and drinking coffee . . . likes to eat, sleep and play basketball . . . a member of the Junior Varsity basketball squad . . . dislikes homework and ninth period detention . . . favorite subject is modern history . . . "Doctor" was manager of the football team and on the football squad.

JOSEPH RATTINO
The sound of the 3:07 bell pleases "Joe" no end . . . his other likes include baseball, swing music and aeronautics . . . dislikes all girls with rolled up dungarees, and cold weather . . . "Joe" expects to go into the Army . . . usually seen in Totowa Borough with Joe Dowling, Sam Mamary, Rich Seabridge, Sam Steed.

GERALD REISE
Participated in Senior Play and in Boys' Glee Club . . . dislikes nosy people . . . favorite subjects were Choir, English, and P. A. D . . . plans to go to college . . . interested in swimming and music . . . was in Chemistry and Dramatic Clubs . . . usually seen with Orville Miller, Walt Olenich, and J. Gilbert Snider.

JEAN RHODES
To be a secretary is "Jean's" ambition . . . stenography, secretarial practice, typing, her favorite subjects . . . dislikes snooty people, corny jokes . . . interested in cowboy songs, good food, teasing "Gert" . . . hobbies are making scrapbooks, collecting old songs . . . was active in Commercial Service Corps, Archery Club.

VIRGINIA SADLER
Ice cream, reading, answering letters, cooking are among "Gini's" likes . . . her hobbies are reading, swimming, working puzzles . . . her ambition is to marry dimples . . . formerly attended high school in Chicago.

WILLIAM SCHMITTER
Deeply interested in all sports, especially skiing and football . . . likes Dusty's, driving, the lake and Glenn Miller . . . dislikes loudmouths, phonies, and Guy Lombardo . . . secretary-treasurer of the B. A. A . . . a member of the football team and Year Book Committee . . . "Schmite" wants to own a business of his own and then retire to Dusty's Lake.

JOSEPH SARAFINE
Eating, sleeping, reading, skating are "Joe's" interests . . . his ambition is to join the U. S. Navy . . . dislikes waiting to eat . . . favorite subjects are algebra, P. A. D . . . was one of the cast in the Senior Play . . . was cast as the murderer.

JOSEPH SCHNORRBUSCH
Interested in hunting and fishing . . . likes sports, particularly basketball and football . . . a member of the S. G. A and B. A. A. . . . "Joe Snow" wants to work in a foundry after finishing his education in the Newark College of Engineering . . . favorite subject is gym.
ROBERT SCOUAR
Interested in baseball, auto mechanics, and machines. His hobby is fixing things. His ambition is to be a mechanic. He dislikes homework and freshmen. He likes ice cream, steak, and driving. He played intramural basketball and was on the Layout Committee. His favorite subject was physical education. He is usually seen with Harry Cooke, Frank Gloor, and Albert Hann.

MELVIN SENCHAK
Played basketball in senior year. He likes most sports, ice hockey in particular. He is very uncertain about his future, but hopes to marry a rich girl. "Dabby" likes desserts and beautiful women. He is usually seen on the four corners with one of the "Russian" crowds. He also likes the Oxford.

DOROTHY SENTKOWSKI
Ambition is to be a beautician after finishing Rittmell College. She likes food and lots of fun. She is usually seen with Libby Dutkevitch, Betty Spaschak, and Marie Banks. She dislikes buses and waiting for people. "Senty" was very active in girls' sports, and the Modern Dance Club.

DOROTHY SHARK
Likes double lunch, basketball, and dancing. She is usually seen with Justine Krell and Steohame Romanckiak. "Dot" hopes to attend beauty school and become a beautician. She dislikes buses and homework. She was very active in the Hall Monitors organization and the Red Cross.

MAUREEN SHEEHAN
Likes to dance, any place, at any time. She wants to attend college and become an interior decorator. "Moe" is strictly a Tommy Dorsey fan. She dislikes stuck-up and conceited people, but enjoys her study periods. She worked on the yearbook staff. She is usually seen with Mary Lou Acorn and Alice Agu*mie.

VANCE SHEPHERD
Usually seen with "Vince" Speranza. He dislikes sophisticated and ultra-modern girls. He likes outdoor sports, especially football and baseball. "Shep" was a member of the Stage and Lighting Crew for three years. His ambition is to go to Alaska. He hails from West Paterson.

CHARLES SHERMAN
Hobby is girls. He is interested in ice skating and swimming. His best friends are Jerry Conors, Bill Ludwig, and Cliff Clifford. He plans to attend International Correspondence School. He wants to become an accountant. He has been active in Commercial Service Corps.

AUDREY SHIRE
Interested in swimming, riding, and ice skating. She likes to listen to both classical and popular records. She hopes to go to Seton Hall College. She likes people, football, and cold weather. Her favorite subject is English. She is member of Riding and Chemistry Clubs. She is on Valley Echo staff and Yearbook Committee.
LEONARD STASIAK
Wants to travel by fast train to famous places . . . likes to work . . . hobbies are photography and collecting photos of friends . . . likes football games, movies and sports . . . dislikes fifth period study . . . "Stas" is going to join the Navy and hopes to become an engineer afterward . . . favorite subjects are physical education and auto mechanics.

MAY SWEENEY
May likes silly people and red hair . . . hopes to become a good secretary at a business school . . . good books interest her . . . also enjoys music . . . collects Nelson Eddy records . . . doesn't like noisy people or snobs . . . likes English and stenography . . . the rest of her subjects . . . was in the Commercial Service Corps and various girls' sports.

ROBERT TALERICO
Enjoys traveling, singing, and making new friends . . . hobbies are photography and cooking . . . ambition is to be a "noted" person . . . "Bob" likes comic books and burlesque shows . . . art, chemistry, and P. A. D. are favorite subjects . . . dislikes conceited people . . . a member of the Yearbook Committee and Prom Committee.

STEVE TCZAP
Loves to eat and sleep. Dislikes school in general but likes P. A. D. and auto mechanics classes . . . hobby is photography . . . played football and was a Junior Policeman . . . usually seen on the Four Corners in Sin-gac . . . likes Dusty's, girls, and loafting . . . "Zip" thinks he will go in the Army and then just wants to loaf.

MILDRED SIGLER
Plans to study medical technology at Mary Washington . . . enjoys science . . . best friends are Anna Armenante and Fay Morrison . . . interested in sports events, dancing, and fun . . . hobby is collecting souvenirs, mainly service insignias . . . doesn't like people you can't trust . . . among "Sig's" activities are bowling, Girls' Show, Lab Assistant, Layout Committee, and Cap and Gown Committee.

PAUL SINGMAN
Music, football, basketball, and baseball are main interests . . . would like to attend Seton Hall . . . favorite subject, chemistry . . . dislikes homework . . . likes ice cream, steak's, Glenn Miller, and Dusty's . . . a member of the S. G. A. and the Junior Police . . . "Paulie" is usually seen in Dusty's with Bill Schmitter, Ralph Carri-gan, and Felix Del Vecchio.

J. GILBERT SNIDER
Science, reading and traveling are "Slim's" interests . . . he likes to be late and have holidays . . . favorite subjects are mathematics and science . . . some of his friends are Walt Olmenich, Mike Dutko, and Orville Miller . . . ambition is to go on a trip to California . . . dislikes are co-ed gym and school buses . . . is an associate-editor of the Valley Echo, plans to attend Newark College of Engineering.

VINCENT SPERANZA
Hopes to attend the University of Detroit and then become a civil engineer . . . likes movies, eating, making friends, and radio programs . . . usually seen with Vance Shepard, Bill Struble, and Jack Hull . . . works for a hobby . . . interested in sports and fun . . . "Vince's" favorite subjects are science, mathematics, and gym . . . dislikes wasting time, would rather be kept busy.
ELLEN TEMPLE
Likes sports, swimming and horseback riding. Plans to attend secretarial school and then work in New York. Dislikes movies, classical music and sarcastic people. "Ellen's" hobbies are painting and riding horses. Favorite subjects, office practice and English. Likes to pick her friends carefully and stick to them. Usually seen with Muriel Dunlap and Martha Wallace.

DOROTHY THOMAS
Likes swimming, dancing, and pleasant people. Collects snapshots of her friends for a hobby. Wants to be a good secretary. Dislikes nosy people. "Dot" was in the S. G. A. and the Girls' Show. Favorite subject is office practice. Is usually seen running to school with Jane Harriott and Margie Nix.

ANTHONY TIRIANTO
All out for hill-billy music. Ambition is to be a lawyer, but thinks he will probably end up a shoe-maker. He likes macaroni and meatballs, playing the guitar, and P. A. D. Dislikes soup. "Tony's" main hobby is eating, but he also is interested in music. Was in the Commercial Service Corps.

RICHARD TISSOT
Collects sport pictures. Likes marshmallow sundaes and sports. Will work until drafted. Favorite subject is gym. Was captain of intramural basketball team, a Junior Policeman, and a member of the Nature Club. "Tiss" is usually seen at the Oxford with Robert Elsner and Leonard Stasiak.

MARGARET TURKOWSKY
Likes loafing and attending the movies at the Oxford. "Marge's" pals are Regina Pezur, Marge Palioa, and Martha Wallace. Cooking and horseback riding are hobbies. Ambition is to be a good housewife. Dislikes nervous and serious people. Favorite subject is bookkeeping. Was a member of the Commercial Club and the Riding Club.

ESTHER VANDER MAY
"Est" likes swimming, bowling, and pleasant people. Best pals are June Vreeland and Gloria Antonucci. Plays the piano in spare time. Will attend Drake's Business School and become a secretary. Dislikes conceited or nosy people. Favorite courses are biology and office practice. Was in the Girls' Show and Valley Varieties.

JOANNE VANDER MAY
Likes riding, dancing, singing, and cashews. Collects miniature horses and plays the marimba. Favorite subjects are choir and English. Plans to study teaching at Cedar Crest College. Active in Choir, Riding Club, and Honor Society. "Jo" was also a member of the G. A. A. Council.

CARMELIA VIVINO
Interested in basketball, hockey and music. Collects records and pictures of Frank Sinatra. Is going to Sherwood Business School and becomes a bookkeeper or stenographer. Likes reading and listening to the radio, but dislikes sophisticated and narrow-minded people. "Carm" belonged to the Italian Club and Dramatic Club.
HARRIET VREELAND
Member of the Valley Echo Staff, loves dancing and lots of fun. Favorite subject was history. Paints with oils in her spare time for a hobby. Was a member of the Layout, Literary, and Cap and Gown Committees. "Harry" is planning to continue her education at Pembroke College, president of Spanish Club.

JUNE VREELAND

JOSEPH WALKER
Joe is a sports fan. His favorites are football, basketball, and track. Enjoy driving automobiles and also likes to repair them. Plans to be a mechanic after graduation. Likes P. A. D., not enthusiastic about physical education or shop. On the track team, Junior Police, S. G. A., and Intramural Basketball.

JOHN WALKO
May join the Navy. Gym, shop, and auto mechanics are his favorite subjects. Studies aviation as a hobby. "Goozi" likes to watch girls walk by but dislikes stuck-up people. Interested in football and basketball games. Hopes to marry a rich woman and retire to a fine comfortable life.

JUNE VREELAND

JOSEPH WALKER
Joe is a sports fan. His favorites are football, basketball, and track. Enjoys driving automobiles and also likes to repair them. Plans to be a mechanic after graduation. Likes P. A. D., not enthusiastic about physical education or shop. On the track team, Junior Police, S. G. A., and Intramural Basketball.

JOHN WALKO
May join the Navy. Gym, shop, and auto mechanics are his favorite subjects. Studies aviation as a hobby. "Goozi" likes to watch girls walk by but dislikes stuck-up people. Interested in football and basketball games. Hopes to marry a rich woman and retire to a fine comfortable life.

MARTHA WALLACE
Likes both winter and summer sports especially ice skating and swimming. Likes ice cream and lunch periods. "Marty's" favorite subject in Valley has been English. Hopes to get a good job after graduation. Participated in several of the Girls' Shows. Also likes peace and quiet.

JULIA WESTERHOLT
"Julie" is very interested in ice skating, swimming and dancing. Likes ice cream, but definitely dislikes stuck-up people. Favorite subject is typing. Has been very active in the Commercial Service Corps, also a member of the Commercial Club. Hopes to become a successful secretary.

DORIS WILDRICK
Likes writing letters, dancing, and knitting. Doesn't like dyed hair and Big-Time Operators. "Buzz" hopes to get married soon after graduation and lead the life of a housewife. Has been on the Layout Committee and in the Christmas Concert. Her favorite subject is study hall.

JEAN WILKINS
Favorite subjects are gym, algebra, and P. A. D. Wants to be a nurse and plans to enter Mountainside Hospital for training after leaving P. V. "Jeanie's" favorite pastimes are walking, dancing, and going to the movies. Member of the Honor Society. Was the G. A. A. point recorder and in Girls' Show.
MARIE WORLEY
Likes good jazz, ice and roller skating... hobbies are collecting photographs and writing letters... favorite subject is sixth period homemaking... doesn't like work and second period... "Ree" was in the Riding Club and Chorus... wants to retire for a life doing what she wants.

MARIE YODICE
Interested in music and likes to dance... hopes to become a top secretary... dislikes stuck-up people... favorite subjects are typing and stenography... "Ree" spends part of her time in the movies and listening to records... was in Valley Varieties, the Commercial Club, and the Commercial Service Corps.

ANTOINETTE ZACCARIO
Likes to have fun and dance... hobbies are collecting snapshots and keeping her diary... dislikes gossip and fickle people... favorite subject is stenography... "Nettie" wants to be a private secretary... was in Commercial Service Corps, S. G. A. and Commercial Club... also in Girls' Show... chews gum for a pastime.

FACULTY MEMBERS

MR. BALLARE

MRS. MACEWAN

MRS. RUTHERFORD

MR. MACMURRAY

MISS NORTON

MISS HOCKER
If you want to become a member of the Honor Society, take a tip from the seniors, work hard to attain high scholastic grades and participate in extra-curricular activities, but don’t be long-haired book-worms. Membership in the society is granted at the end of the junior and senior years. This year the society became a very active group under the supervision of Miss O’Brien. It met weekly to make plans for trips and to work on a scrapbook of its activities.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

"Government of, for, and by the students"—that is the motto of the Student Government Association. It is the only school organization to which the entire student body belongs. The students are represented by at least two members from each English class. These people meet every week during the activity period, under the direction of Mr. Gatti, and try to solve the problems that arise. The S. G. A. gives us a chance to voice our opinions and to manage our school affairs. For us, as future citizens, it provides an opportunity to see democracy in action. This year, with John Kosachook as president, it sponsored many activities, among which were the Clothing Drive, the Sick Fund, and the adoption of a French war orphan.
GIRLS’ ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

Today’s high school girl is a very versatile person, interested in sports as well as other activities. To give every girl in the school the opportunity to participate in after school athletics, the Girls’ Athletic Association was organized.

A council, consisting of the officers of the association, the managers of the clubs and the chiefs of the Green and White teams, is the governing body for all the athletics. The council takes care of the business of the association.

The G. A. A. sponsors all sports clubs, and is largely responsible for the Green and White Sport Show and the Camping Trip.
RIDING CLUB

ON a Friday afternoon you can usually see the girls of Passaic Valley riding through the very picturesque trails on the Orange Reservation. They are there as members of the Riding Club, under the direction of Miss Swithenbank. Any girl who is interested in riding is cordially invited to join the club, as the club's aim is to show the girls what real enjoyment they can derive from this sport. The members have been very fortunate this year, for they have been able to ride at the Montclair Riding Academy.

LEADERETTES

"SHOWER today?" We'll never forget the girls who scouted daily for each and every one of us to ask us this unforgettable phrase. Without the aid of this group, the activities in the gym would not run smoothly. There are many "jobs" for this organization such as checking squad groups, attendance, uniforms and showers. The captains of the class assume such responsible tasks as supervising the girls in cases of emergency and aiding the teacher to conduct the class. The Leaderettes meet regularly to plan socials, such as skating parties, and to discuss the activities of all the gym classes.
ARCHERY CLUB

On a warm spring or autumn afternoon, our female "Robin Hoods" can usually be found on the lawn in front of P. V., either picking arrows from the bull's eye or hunting for them on the ground.

Calls of "shoot" and "fast" are familiar sounds during the archery tournaments, which are held to give the members of the club a chance to compete for archery awards.

Many of the girls have become skillful archers as a result of the excellent supervision of Miss Welliver, their adviser.

Left to Right: Marion Crews, Anne McLoughlin, Margaret Hogan, Jesse Danielian, Paula Milovich, Gertrude Eckert, Marilyn Fullard, Joan Dittrig, Elaine Hackes, Doris Allyn, Palma McLoughlin, Florence Bogert, Joan Henshall, Miss Welliver.

CHEERLEADERS

With the rousing cheer—"TEAM, TEAM, TEAM"—our peppy cheerleaders start off the games. Under the direction of Miss Steinhauer, they taught cheers to the student body at pep-rallies and aided in building up school spirit. Full of vim, vigor, and vitality, they have never missed a game, and they have cheered enthusiastically whether winning or losing. "Let's have some noise!" Remember?

Left to Right: Jane Harriott, Margie Niethammer, Floss Wernli, Lois Goldey, Gloria Marconi, Joan Hull, Pat Pikaart, Nancy Johnston, Grace De Ceglie.

MODERN DANCE CLUB

On a Thursday afternoon in the gym you can usually find these girls, attired in flowing black gowns, rehearsing their dance steps. Under the capable direction of Miss Steinhauer and Miss Rudin, the girls have danced for the Little Falls Woman's Club and at Clifford Scott High School. The Club gives the members an opportunity for self-expression by encouraging them to create their own steps. The highlight of the year was the presentation of an original composition at the Girls' Show.
GIRLS' BOWLING

EVERY Monday, at the local alleys, the pinboys were kept very busy with "strikes" and "spares". Yes, the Girls' Bowling Club was there. With Miss Cuffe and Miss O'Brien as their advisers, the girls have learned to bowl very well. This year, the girls bowled against the Boys' Bowling Club, and in Green versus White, and interclass tournaments.

MISS O'BRIEN

MISS CUFFE

MISS STEINHAUER

MISS WELLIVER

BASKETBALL CLUB

THE girls began the basketball season in December with Tuesdays and Thursdays as their workout days. With Claire Hutchinson as manager, the team was lead through a very eventful season. They enjoyed play days, interclass tournaments, and the exciting Green and White competition in the Girls' Show.

With cooperation and good sportsmanship as their key words, the girls of the Basketball Club have launched a very successful year.

HOCKEY

WHEN you see the girls dashing out to the field with hockey sticks and other equipment in their hands, you know that the hockey season is in full swing. The club, under the leadership of Helen Baldwin, has had a very successful season. The seniors tied with the juniors in the interclass competition, while the Whites were victorious in the Green vs. White Tournament.
THIS year, as in the past few years, the Twirlers were under the direction of Miss Budde. Adding color to the football games, pep rallies and parades in their new "sparkling" white uniforms, they did a grand job, and the student body greatly appreciates their efforts. Marching over the field, standing in formation, or exhibiting their twirling talents, our girls have always made a very pleasing appearance.


**BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION**

**WITH** Mr. Schneider as its adviser, the B. A. A., composed of three officers and two representatives from each gym class, spent a very busy year sponsoring an intramural sports program and an annual dance.

The purpose of the B. A. A. is to develop continuing interest in all sports and to maintain a high degree of sportsmanship among participants and spectators at athletic contests.

In the future the B. A. A. hopes to sponsor more intramural contests with the purpose of getting all boys interested in sports.
Valley, Cutters Play Scoreless 0-0 Standstill

Passaic Valley In Grid Win; Fischer Stars

Valley Gains Tie Against Ramsey 2nd Year In D
OUR boys came through again this year with an excellent show of sportsmanship and team spirit. Considering the loss of eight varsity players, the squad had a fairly successful season with two wins, two ties and five defeats.

Bob Fischer, Valley's All-Met and All-State star, was high scorer for the '45 season with thirty-two points, while Tad McNerney earned second place with twelve points.

Next year "Cookie" will take "Fish's" place as captain and lead the boys through a very successful year.
The 1945-46 Valley Quintet, although falling short of previous basketball standards, nevertheless contributed many colorful and exciting moments during the season.

One of the highlights of the season occurred when the "Hornets", sparked by Captain Ed Schafer, completely out-
Junior Varsity Basketball

played the powerful Eastside quintet from Paterson, only to lose in the final minutes.

With all lettermen returning, with the exception of Bob Fischer, varsity center, Valley looks forward to a highly successful season next year.

Donald Duffy
Edward Ten Hoeve
Melvin Senchak
Frank Mullenberg
BOYS' GLEE CLUB

Consisting primarily of Choir members, under the direction of Mr. Groff, this group has sung in school concerts, Valley Varieties and other musical programs. The club is versatile in its choice of songs, ranging from light, humorous numbers to spiritual chorales. This club has always given the boys of our school a chance to participate in some enjoyable extra-curricular work.


BAND

Will you ever forget the reaction of the teachers, who had classrooms on the west side of school eighth period during spring and fall, when their classes sat back to listen to the rhythmic strains of "Fight, Fight" played by the band?

Our school band is very outstanding in the state. Some of its players are members of the All-State Orchestra.

The band is extremely active in school activities, playing at pep rallies, football and basketball games.

GIRLS' ENSEMBLE

As a selected group, the Girls' Ensemble has become an important part of the Music Department. The girls are chosen for this group because of their fine ability in singing. They have performed at the Christmas and Spring Concerts and practice conscientiously to prepare for their presentations.
GIRLS' GLEE CLUB

The Girls' Glee Club is a regular class which is preparatory for membership in the advanced choir. They sing three and four part harmony and participate in the Spring Concert and in the Christmas Concert. It's interesting to note that the size of this year's choir was triple that of last year.

CHORUS

During their class meetings, which are held three times a week, the members of the mixed chorus sing beautiful songs written in four part harmony. Although membership to this group is open to all students, it is composed mostly of underclassmen. The purpose of this group is to prepare its members for entry into the A Capella Choir. The mixed chorus sings in the Christmas and Spring Concerts.

DANCE ORCHESTRA

Picture yourself at a dance, maybe the Sophomore Dance, at Valley Varieties or in an assembly program, with the strains of "Blue Velvet" greeting your ears. You know instantly that your favorite orchestra, the Valley Velveteers, is playing. As you listen, you hear first the orchestra's vocalist, Gladys Chisman, and then the Swing Quartet. Yes, that is our school orchestra—the organization that gives a student who can play an instrument an opportunity to play in "The real McCoy", under the very creditable direction of our musical adviser, Mr. Groff.

CHOIR

Comprised of trained voices only, the A Capella Choir has given P. V. a consistently fine performance throughout the year. Before one is admitted to this select group, a voice test must be taken. The choir has participated in the Christmas and Spring Concerts, Valley Varieties, Commencement, and Assembly Program. Several of its members have qualified for the All-state Chorus.
**BOYS' BOWLING CLUB**

This year approximately forty boys started the Boys' Bowling Club, an organization which didn't exist last year, and selected Mr. Love as their adviser by popular demand. Meeting every Friday at the Little Falls Laundry Bowling Alleys, members formed a league of eight teams for the purpose of encouraging keen competition. Under the capable direction of the managers, Charles Pullara and Alfred Sisco, this club had a very successful year.

---

**AIRPLANE CLUB**

With the beginning of the war and the increasing interest in aeronautics, P. V.'s Airplane Club was formed under the direction of Mr. Webber. Realizing the future importance of aviation, many students have taken advantage of this opportunity to learn more about planes. The club not only tries to stimulate interest in aeronautics, but also encourages students to increase their technical knowledge. The members look forward to the day when everyone will be owning his own helicopter.

---

**SCIENCE CLUB**

This year marked the formation of the Science Club. This informal organization, under the instruction of Mr. Webber, has experimented with the electric eye induction coil and has ordered equipment for home labs.

The club this year consisted of only fifteen members, but, nevertheless, it was very successful and is looking forward to a brilliant future.
COMMERCIAL SERVICE CORPS

The members of the Commercial Service Corps have found that this organization provides excellent opportunities to apply information taught in their business curriculum to practical situations. These boys and girls are always willing to serve the teachers by typing, filing or running off a ditto or stencil because it is good experience for future office work. The teachers, in turn, appreciate their efforts and have come to regard the Commercial Service Corps as indispensable. Due largely to Miss Shaw's guidance, this group is now an efficient and successful school activity.

MISS HOLUB

MISS SHAW

COMMERCIAL CLUB

This year brought the Commercial Club a membership of sixty-five students. Under the guidance of Miss Holub, the club had many interesting activities. Among these were the sponsoring of a dance, and the visiting of an ice cream factory and the Paterson Evening News Building.

All the activities of the Commercial Club are planned to arouse and stimulate the interests of the students in different type of business.
"Is your copy in?" "When's the deadline?" Such terms are used regularly by the members of the Valley Echo staff. You may see these amateur newspaper men and women creating quite a hub-bub in room 103 as they scurry around for last-minute copy. The room is a duplicate of a room in any large city newspaper office. You can see Felix, the editor-in-chief, sprouting new gray hairs as he works on the final dummy, impressing the other editors with the fact that some galleys still have to be proofread and the dummy has "to go to bed" on Wednesday. The paper, published every other Friday, expresses the views and opinions of the entire school.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
CAP AND GOWN COMMITTEE

OUR Assembly Committee, under the guidance of Miss Merselis, is one of the school's most important organizations. It has many activities throughout the year, among which are quizzes, musical presentations, and plays. The committee has been set up in order that the student body might supervise all assemblies to their own satisfaction. Besides student presentations, they acquire, through different theatrical foundations, a group of professional artists, who present many fine programs throughout the year. The one aim of the committee is to make the assemblies educational, as well as entertaining.
LATIN CLUB

To the members of the Latin Club, Latin is really a living language. Under the direction of Miss Wel-liver, the club tries to provide interesting educational programs based on the life of the Romans. At the meetings, the students discuss such topics as Roman customs, dress and amusements. This year its activities included a trip to New York City, where they visited museums and other places of interest pertaining to the history of the Romans.

SPANISH CLUB

At the sound of the mallet, “Los Papitos,” our newly christened Spanish Club, comes to order.

This year, under the leadership of Mr. Frank Soda, the club has been very active. Members have enjoyed movies of Spanish speaking countries, discussions about them, and outside speakers.

The purpose of the Spanish Club is to provide knowledge of the Spanish language, culture and customs to those students taking Spanish.
LIBRARY AIDS

"EFFICIENCY" is the motto of the Library Aids. This hardworking organization is under the able direction of Miss Miller, the librarian. Some of the duties of the Library Aids are pasting book pockets, making out book cards, mending books, arranging books on shelves, planning bulletin boards, and managing the charging desk in the absence of the librarian. All in all, the Library Aids deserve a vote of thanks from the student body for their efforts.

LAB ASSISTANTS

If you see a helpful looking individual running around the lab, completely swathed in one of those black laboratory aprons, you know instantly that he or she is a laboratory assistant. One who is a lab assistant has his free time completely taken up in rendering assistance to the science teachers. This experience is, of course, very beneficial to a student, as it enables one to become better acquainted with the lab and its equipment. The duties of the lab assistant are to clean the lab, set up experiments, and correct papers.
"To be or not to be; that is the question." Lines like this can be heard echoing forth from the auditorium whenever the Masque and Sandal Club is rehearsing. The club’s main purpose is to give all those students interested in acting a chance to take part in a real dramatic exhibition, and it certainly does a good job of fulfilling this purpose. There are many other phases of dramatics in which one may participate, such as lighting, managing, and make-up. Each year the members travel to New York to see various Broadway plays. During the year of ’45-’46 they saw Hamlet, Show Boat and Pygmalion.

STAGE AND LIGHTING CREWS

The Senior Play, and the various other school plays, would never have been so successful had it not been for the Stage and Lighting Crew. Under the direction of Mr. Love and Mr. Worden, they have produced sets and sound effects. For the Senior Play, they had to build six doors in one set, a job that was out of the ordinary; however, it was accomplished with the usual efficiency. The Stage and Lighting Crew also built the set for Valley’s big event—Valley Varieties.


Sitting: James Van Lenten, Everett Hopper, Angelo Mustachio, Frank Colavito, Ed LaSala, Ronald Titus, Frank Smith.
Would you be so kind as to put those in my room?"

"Are you all right, darling?"

"I told you I could crush a walnut between my fingers."

MISS KANE

On the evening of November 16, 1945, the house lights dimmed, the curtain rose, and our play, "Cuckoos On The Hearth" began.

It was a murder mystery, chuck full of stranglers quoting poetry to their victims, a mad scientist, a Brooklyn gangster, with an eccentric author thrown in for good luck. The play had two endings, one of which was true; the other was what the eccentric author wrote in his book. After two hours of suspense, laughs, murders and, of course, love, the curtain fell on a full, applauding house. The play was directed by Miss Ruth Kane and was a very great success.
JUNIOR POLICE

THE J. P.’s, under the supervision of Mr. Webber, assisted by Mr. Ten Hoeve and Mr. Desplancke, are an organization which is active throughout the entire school year.

The many duties consist of taking charge of the school buses and the entry of students, directing traffic in front of school, and maintaining order at school games and dances.

This year, Bob Osborne, captain of the force, has done a fine job in keeping the standard of the Junior Police at the usual high level.

HALL MONITORS

A branch of the Student Government Association, the Hall Monitors are known as “guardians of the halls.” But they have other duties too, such as acting as guides for visitors and helping in Valley Varieties Shows. This year Mr. Soda acted as the adviser.

Throughout the year the squad’s main thought was to keep the organization on a democratic basis. Their major annual activity is a dance in March which is usually held on St. Patrick’s Day.
NATURE CLUB

The Nature Club provides an opportunity for its members to observe nature at first hand. On a bright sunny afternoon the members of this club can usually be seen ambling along to a pond to study aquatic life, or taking a walk to learn about the secret life of the birds. On cold or rainy days, they have an indoor program, consisting of speeches or reports given by the students or their sponsor, Miss Van Auken. Among their many plans for the year was a trip to New York to visit the zoo and Museum of Natural History.

THE CHEMISTRY CLUB

If you need anything from cosmetics to an atomic bomb, just ask the Chemistry Club for it. You can easily find where it meets by following your nose. We mean this literally, as the beckoning odors of the lab will lead you to it without any difficulty. When you have arrived at your destination, you will be greeted first by Miss Allyn, the club adviser, and then by some twenty-odd members, who will probably be performing some interesting experiment. They will be glad to hear your suggestions and will probably invite you to help, as the club's main purpose is to give students an opportunity to perform chosen experiments out of school time with the aid of the chemistry lab equipment and Miss Allyn.
CLASS BABIES
Anna Armenante, Russ Gilchrist
Lois Goldey, Felix Del Vecchio
Harriet Vreeland

BEST NATURED
Millie Sigler, James Mazzerina
Anna Armenante, Walt Olenich
Mary Gaita, Felix Del Vecchio

CLASS COMEDIANS
Anna Armenante, Russ Gilchrist
Loretta Albanese, James Mazzerina
Rita Ludwig, Felix Del Vecchio

MOST FLIRTATIOUS
Lois Goldey, Al Hann
Beverly Norris, Ralph Gray
Rita Ludwig, Orville Miller, Iris Garth

PRIDE OF THE FACULTY
Rita Ludwig, Walt Olenich
Iris Garth, Chuck Norman
Joanne Vander May, James Mazzerina

MOST TALKATIVE
Loretta Albanese, Felix Del Vecchio
Lois Goldey, Danny Genova
Madeline Mues, Bob Fischer, James Mazzerina

DESPAIR OF THE FACULTY
Lois Goldey, Don Blackman
Mary Gaita, Felix Del Vecchio
Florence Bianchi, Danny Genova

MOST ATHLETIC
Helen Baldwin, Bob Fischer
Terry Dowling, Russ Gilchrist
Dorine Feist, Charles Burkewich

BEST LOOKING
Beverly Norris, Walter Olenich
Jean Moneghan, Bill Schmitter
Iris Garth, Don Pagano
BEST SMILES
Iris Garth, Walt Olenich
Olalee Conrad, Bill Schmitter
Jane Harriott, Dom Pagano

BEST DRESSERS
Joanne Vander May, Bill Schmitter
Charlotte Hensel, John Koachook
Gloria Marconi, Chuck Norman

BEST DANCERS
Gloria Marconi, Charles Norman
Grace De Ceglie, John Koachook
Loretta Almarasee, Bob Fischer

MOST POPULAR
Gloria Marconi, Bob Fischer
Grace De Ceglie, Walt Olenich
Iris Garth, Bill Schmitter

PERSONALITY PLUS
Grace De Ceglie, Walt Olenich
Iris Garth, John Koachook
Jane Harriott, Bill Schmitter

BEST MIXERS
Gloria Marconi, Bill Schmitter
Grace De Ceglie, Charles Norman

CLASS LOVERS
Rita Ludwig, Bob Fischer
Bee Jay Ludlum, Charles Norman
Grace De Ceglie, Frank Colavito

BEST ALL AROUND
Jane Harriott, Bill Schmitter
Grace De Ceglie, Walt Olenich
Millie Sigler, John Koachook

BEST MIXERS
Beverly Norris, Conrad Gremmler
Antoinette Ziegler, Don Pagano
Los Goldy, Bill Schmitter, Frank Gertz
FRESHMAN CLASS

SOPHOMORE CLASS
YEARBOOK COMMITTEES

Back Row: Gertrude Eckert, Theresa Dowling, William Greendyke, Lloyd Dutches, Robert Talerico, Albert Hann, Robert Scoular,
William Schmitter, Andrew Hackes, Edward De Frehn, Bee Jay Ludlum, Joanne Beauchamp.

Second Row: Jeanette Pacillo, Lorraine Ilaria, Charlotte Hensel, Gloria Marconi, Grace De Ceglie, Iris Garth, Shelby Tiscot, Ona-
lee Conrad, Barbara Hickson, Joanne Vander May, Audrey Garlick, Dorothy Lapolla, Madeline Mues, Antoinette Zacarró, and
Eileen Finucan.

First Row: Janet Braen, Jane Harriott, Alice Agamie, Harriet Ann Vreeland, Charles Norman, Audrey Shire, Margot Reins,
Jean Monaghan.
AUTOGRAFFS